A rare unrestored Cape outbuilding, which incorporates an earlier dwelling than the other early 19th C
buildings in the werf and has been updated at various periods so that it has many layers of historical
fabric. One of the four historical buildings of the werf at Jonkershoek. Associated with historical farming in
the upper valley and the history of slavery; also with the establishment of state forestry.

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, B, C, D, E (G, H, I)

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
See werf.

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Declaration as PHS pending

Recommendations
See werf.

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek cellar

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/01.04

outbuilding

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek cellar, north side
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Photograph Date
08/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek cellar, west gable and entrance to werf

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek cellar, north gable

Photograph Date
late 19th C

Photographer
PhotoTitle
West end of cellar, late 19th C. Detail of CADrJ124
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Photograph Date
1950s

Photographer
UCT

PhotoTitle
Detail of 1950s photograph showing cellar from
north east. University of Cape Town

Objects - Description
Visual Description
The cellar is in the south west corner of the werf, opposite the other three historical buildings and just
below the werf entrance (previous route of Jonkershoek Road through the werf). It is a long building with
a corrugated iron roof, holbol end gables and a narrow, off-centre gable on the north side. Under the
gable is a two-leaf carriage door with long strap hinges and a fanlight. Each side of it are two small-pane
windows with pointed arches, and there is a similar but smaller gable window. At the east end is a door
with strap hinges, and at the west end two doors, one with strap hinges and one with a fanlight and stone
threshold (a small sign on it says 'Blacksmith'. There are various wide openings on the south side, which
is fenced and apparently used as a SAFCOL vehicle maintenance yard.

Condition (short)
Fair/poor

Architectural Style
Cape, altered

Objects - History
History
See Fagan, GT, "Jonkershoek: Voorlopige verslag vir restourasiewerk", unpublished report, May 1979,
for detailed accounts of each building based on archival research and building fabric inspection.
The first 20 years of the 19th century -- associated with the boom years of the wine trade -- saw great
enhancement of the werf, which lasted in this form till the end of the 19th century and is substantially in
place today. In 1821, Fagan suggests, this was the wine cellar. It may also have incorporated the smithy
(as it does today). PP Neethling’s 1877 Insolvency records have details of how it was used then. Late
19th C photos (photos 4, 5) show the building thatched, with a half-hipped west end gable and an arched
opening on the north side. The building was altered in the early 20th C when the Watermeyers
modernised the house, and has been further altered subsequently.

Construction Date

Associated People

early 19th C

See Property.

Associated Events
References
See Property.

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
A rare unrestored Cape wine cellar dating from the early 19th C and updated at various periods so that it
has many layers of historical fabric. One of the four historical buildings of the werf at Jonkershoek.
Associated with historical farming in the upper valley; also with the establishment of state forestry.
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A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, B, C, D, E (G, H, I)

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
See werf.

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Declaration as PHS pending

Recommendations
See werf.

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek bell tower

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/01.05

belltower

Photograph Date
05/04

Photographer
Stewart Harris

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek bell tower.

Photograph Date
early 20th C

Photographer
Arthur Elliot

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek bell tower, early 20th C. E5708.
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Objects - Description
Visual Description
North west of the house is an unusual belltower, possibly a modern replica of one known from
photographs? Square in plan, with pointed gables on all four sides, those north and south higher than the
east and west ones although the tiled roofs are at the same level. The two higher gables have a trefoil
plaster decoration above high arched window openings and below them, lower flat-arched openings with
razor blade mouldings to each side and below. The east and west sides have arched doorways. There is
a bell inside.

Condition (short)
Fair

Architectural Style
Victorian/Edwardian

Objects - History
History
The bell tower shares plaster details with the werf wall posts, which were built between 1884 and 1911,
and was probably built at a similar time. It appears to have been severely restored since the Elliot
photographs, since it has little patina.

Construction Date

Associated People

Between 1884 and 1911

See Property.

Associated Events
References
See Property.

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
An unusual Victorian/Edwardian belltower, of a similar period to the werf walls and some of the building
alterations; a typical element of Cape werfs, but added much later than usual, it contributes to the
historical layering and individualistic, quirky styling of the werf ensemble.

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, B, C, D, E, (F)

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Declaration (as PHS) pending

Recommendations
Preserve. The implication is that the werf should not be restored to a date earlier than the belltower and
ringwall.

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek ring wall

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource
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02.15a/01.06

ring wall

Photograph Date
04/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Main entrance in west werf wall, Jonkershoek

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Southern part of west werf wall, Jonkershoek

Photograph Date
08/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
East gatepost in south gate, south west corner of
werf wall, Jonkershoek
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Eastern werf wall, Jonkershoek from above upper
gateway

Photograph Date
Late 19th C

Photographer
PhotoTitle
Late 19th C photo showing south west portion of
ring wall. Detail of CADrJ124

Photograph Date
Late 19th C

Photographer
UCT

PhotoTitle
Detail of late 19th C photograph showing north
west portion of ring wall. University of Cape Town.
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Photograph Date
1950s

Photographer
UCT

PhotoTitle
1950s photograph showing east ring wall.
University of Cape Town

Photograph Date
1950s

Photographer
UCT

PhotoTitle
1950s photograph showing upper gate in east ring
wall. University of Cape Town

Objects - Description
Visual Description
The werf has walls on the east and west sides only, with a short return to form a south-facing gateway at
the lower end of the west wall (photo 3). The walls have stone foundations and bases (much higher and
rougher on the west side than the east -- perhaps indicating that there was an older wall on that side),
square pillars with triangular caps facing outward are decorated with recessed plaster mouldings -- a
trefoil at the top, a small diamond below it, and a long razorblade moulding at the bottom. Between the
pillars, the west wall below the gate and the east wall have an exaggerated down-up-down wave (see
photos), while the upper west walls are higher, and straight. There is a single wide gateway in the west
wall just above the cellar (photo 1), where a road (before the bypass was built, the main Jonkershoek
Road) runs straight through the werf to a gateway opposite in the east wall. There is a second, higher
gateway in the east wall for the roadway in front of the upper buildings (photos 4, 8).

Condition (short)
poor

Architectural Style
Victorian 'Gothick'

Objects - History
History
The vertical posts of the werf walls are earlier than mid 1890s when they are seen in photographs of the
hatchery dams. The plinth of the southerly west wall may be even earlier than that. The looping
connecting walls are later; previously there were straight walls and (probably timber) railings between the
pillars (photos 5, 6).

Construction Date
17 October 2006

Associated People
Page 80 of 94

Base and pillars second half of
19th C, wavy walls later

See Property.

Associated Events
References
See Property.

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
The Victorian 'Gothick' werf walls at Jonkershoek are most unusual -- an innovative reinterpretation of a
typical feature of Cape werfs. Historical and aesthetic significance; part of the deep layering of this
unrestored werf, which retains alterations and additions of different periods

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, B, D, E, F

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Declaration (as PHS) pending

Recommendations
Preserve. The implication is that the werf should not be restored to a date earlier than the belltower and
ringwall.

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek werf water channel

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/01.07

waterworks

Photograph Date
Photographer
PhotoTitle
Stone-lined water channel, Jonkershoek werf.
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Photograph Date
Photographer
PhotoTitle
Small bridge where the upper werf road crosses
the water channel.

Photograph Date
Photographer
PhotoTitle
Detail of 1933 map cam3-2834 showing irrigable
lands around Jonkershoek werf, with tributaries and
water furrows highlighted.

Photograph Date
Photographer
PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek's stone-lined water channel, between
the house and belltower, early 20th C. Detail of
E5708

Objects - Description
Visual Description
Two streams come down from the Jonkershoekberge near the werf (photo 3). The one to the west of the
werf is now used for the trout hatchery (Composite 02). The eastern one collects water from the fan of
tributaries in the valley behind the werf, and passes through it between the house and the slave quarters
and belltower. Through the werf the stream is channelled in a fairly deep (up to about 0.6 m) and narrow
furrow, its sides lined by vertical walls of stone (photo 1). There are various bridges over it, from timber
beams for pedestrian footpaths to concrete (?) for roads (photo 2).
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Condition (short)
Fair

Architectural Style

Objects - History
History
A supply of water for domestic and agricultural purposes was a primary requirement for the establishment
of a dwelling site, and this stream has undoubtedly been used since the original grant to Jan de Jonker. It
was probably channelised through the werf very early and was unlikely to be significantly modified once
the course was established. The loose-packed stone sides are sturdy and well built (probably by slaves).
Merits further research and archaeological study.

Construction Date

Associated People

17th C?

See Property

Associated Events
References
See Property

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
The channel to control the flow of the stream through the werf was probably constructed -- most likely by
slaves -- soon after Jan de Jonker settled here in the 1680s and is one of the oldest and most historical
elements of the place. It is of historical, social and cultural significance and an example of the technology
of the time. Information potential.

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Declaration (as PHS) pending

Recommendations
Further research and archaeological study, including the parts above and below the werf where irrigation
channels were probably taken off it. Note that there was (is?) a system of water furrows across the upper
slopes of the whole farm (see other Composites).

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek graveyard

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/01.08

graveyard
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Photograph Date
05/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek graveyard.

Photograph Date
05/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Gravestone (memorial), various members of
Neethling family, earliest birth 1782; last death
1937.

Photograph Date
05/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Gravestone, Paul Pieter (1926-1995) and Aletta
JSP Neethling (1926 - )

Objects - Description
Visual Description
South east of the werf, in a clearing in the trees near the SAFCOL administration building, is a walled
graveyard. The wall has pyramid-capped posts and triangular cappings, and there is a timber gate.
Inside, the northern part has a raised cement plinth on which are two stones with names and dates of
members of the Neethling family.

Condition (short)
Fair
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Architectural Style
Cape vernacular

Objects - History
History
The earliest death recorded on the gravestones is Pieter Gerhard Neethling, 1782-1860. It is not known if
there were prior burials in this graveyard, or if that stone is a later memorial. Surrounding walls have a
different architectural language from the werf wall/belltower detailing which is thought to be 1884-1911.

Construction Date

Associated People

Pre-1860?

See Jonkershoek historical property

Associated Events
References
See Property.

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
A nearby family cemetery is a typical feature of many Cape werfs, and this one, with its simple
whitewashed walls, is typical. Aesthetic, historical, cultural and social significance.

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, C, D, E, G, H

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Declaration (as PHS) pending

Recommendations

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek old road

Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/01.09

road
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Photograph Date
1938

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek werf, showing old road, 1938 aerial
photo

Photograph Date
2000

Photographer
Chief Director: Surveys & Mapping

PhotoTitle
Jonkershoek werf, showing old road, 2000 aerial
photo

Photograph Date
08/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Remnant of old Jonkershoek Road, below the trout
hatchery and above the present road, looking
towards werf.
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Photograph Date
08/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
The old road approaching the Jonkershoek werf, on
axis with the gate -- now crossing a lawn used for
trout hatchery parking.

Photograph Date
08/04

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Entrance to Jonkershoek werf, through which the
old Jonkershoek Road passed.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Old Jonkershoek Road through the werf, from
below the house.

Objects - Description
Visual Description
The present Jonkershoek Road bypasses the werf in a sweeping curve south and then north eastward.
The old road passed straight through the werf and it still exists, though spatially fragmented (photos 1, 2).
The old approach to the werf is just above the present road; the western end is now a track between
trees (photo 3), then part of a lawn below the trout hatchery wall (photo 5, see also 02.15a/02). The
present entry to the werf crosses from the bend in the new road, cutting obliquely across the lawn and the
line of the old road and confusing the geometry. The old road passed straight through the gates in the
west wall (photo 5) crossed the werf above the cellar (photo 6). This piece, with a stone retaining wall on
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the north side and lined with old oaks, and the exit through the south gates in the east wall are intact
(photo 6). The road near the SAFCOL building is used for parking. Beyond the werf, a new access road
has been made along the outside of the east wall. On the far side of it, the old road continues as a
narrow pedestrian/cycle track through the trees, rejoining Jonkershoek Road further to the east. An upper
secondary road branches off it just inside the west wall and runs in front of the three old buildings and
exits through a gateway in the east wall. At the west entrance to the werf there is a lateral track alongside
the werf wall (object 11).

Condition (short)
Partially fragmented

Architectural Style

Objects - History
History
See description, and 02.00/01 and /02 for the history of the whole road. This part of the old road was in
place by the 17th century.

Construction Date

Associated People

17th C, upgraded from time to
time.

See Jonkershoek historical property and Property

Associated Events
References
See Jonkershoek historical property and Property

Objects - Assessment
Significance Statement
This old road to and through the werf was in place from the 17th C. It is deeply historical and closely
associated with the history of the werf and Jonkershoek as a productive farm. The approach is part of the
foreground setting of the werf as approached from Stellenbosch and visually sensitive. Visually intrusive
elements such as the split pole fence across the old approach currently undermine the approach to the
werf.

A = course / pattern of history
B = rarity
C = information potential
D = characteristic of type
E = aesthetic

Significance Category
A, D, E, G

Proposed Grading
2

F = creative / technical
G = social / cultural / spiritual
H = assoc. NB person / group
I = slavery

Vulnerablilities
2

NHR Act Status

Date of Gazette

Official Grading

Not mentioned in pending
declaration (as PHS)

Recommendations
Include in pending declaration of the werf as a PHS.
See Pistorius and Harris, Assegaaibosch Heritage Study, 2004:25 for recommendations concerning
restoration of visual geometry of the werf 'foreplace'.

Composite - Objects
Property Name
Jonkershoek Farm, Jonkershoek, Stellenbo

Composite Name

Heritage Resource Name

Jonkershoek werf

Jonkershoek garden features
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Catalogue Number

Type of Resource

02.15a/01.10

garden features

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Garden between lower road and slave quarters.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Path in front of house, looking up.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Path in front of Jonkershoek house, looking down.
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Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
In front of the house and longhouse, stairs from the
lawn lead down to the lower road. A large rock with
memorial plaques is on the lawn between them.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
There are fountains each side of the path in front of
Jonkershoek house.

Photograph Date
06/05

Photographer
Penny Pistorius

PhotoTitle
Memorial plaque to Prof CL Wicht and his wife on
the rock in the Jonkershoek front lawn.
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